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Atmospheric perspective - the atmosphere’s effect on 
the appearance of objects in the distance. 

As objects get farther from the viewer, the objects becomes more similar in color 

and value to the background (sky). 

The contrast within the objects decrease as they get further from the viewer. 

The colors of the objects become less saturated and shift towards the background 

color, which is usually bluish, but may be some other color.

This means we will be painting the build up of atmosphere between the viewer 

and the objects, as well as the objects themselves. 

Aerial perspective | art | Britannica

https://www.britannica.com/art/aerial-perspective


Cause 1 - Scattering 
During the day, light from the sky is scattered by air molecules, water vapor, smoke, 
etc. 

Scattering adds the sky color as a veiling luminance onto the light from the object.

There is more scattering between you and an 
object the farther it is from you. 

So, when painting, you can mix in progressively 
more of the background / saturating color, as 
objects get farther away. 



Cause 2 - Haze
Fog, ice fog, steam fog, mist, haze, smoke, volcanic ash, dust, 

sand, and snow can build up in the air and obscure objects. 

Haze may appear brownish or bluish, while mist tends to be 

bluish grey. 

There is more haze between you and an object 

the farther it is from you. 

So, when painting, you can mix in 

progressively more of the fog color as objects 

get farther away. 



Original 
photo

atmospheric 
effect on a 
partially 
cloudy day



Moved around 
and cropped
for better 
composition.



Color 
samples 
showing 
how the 
colors 
change as 
they recede.

What’s 
missing? 



From the 
original photo, 
you can see that 
the color of the 
sky is 
permeating the 
colors in the 
distance.

Teal, very light, 
very grey.



In our cropped 
source photo, the 
sky / atmosphere 
color is implied.

The color of the trees and 
grass are changing 
towards a light-blue sky 
color in the distance - not 
pink. So, we’re seeing pink 
clouds rather than pink 
haze.

For painting, if we 
understand what color is 
permeating the scene, 
mixing is much easier. 



Download Source Photo

• https://jessierasche.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/atmosphericEffect-
movedaroundSource-2048x1571.jpg

• Source Photos for Enrolled Students

https://jessierasche.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/atmosphericEffect-movedaroundSource-2048x1571.jpg
https://jessierasche.com/source-photos-for-enrolled-students/
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